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Section 1
Avoid This Common Mistake  

When Creating Your Guarantee

We all know that a strong money-back guarantee is a powerful weapon for 

overcoming buyer resistance and boosting your sales.

But you can run into problems when your guarantee has flaws.

The best guarantees are:

 * Fair.

 * Generous.

 * Long-term.

 * Unconditional.

When any of these four elements is missing, sales are likely to suffer as a result.

For example, many of my clients are newsletter and magazine publishers. 

A number of these publishers offer lifetime guarantees. They permit  

the subscriber to cancel at any time and receive a prorated refund on  

“unmailed issues.”

But if you offer both a bill-me option as well as payment with order – as I often 

come across – such a lifetime guarantee actually gives the customer an incentive 

NOT to pay up front.

Think about it.

Say the customer checks the “bill-me” option for a monthly magazine, gets his 

first issue, and then writes “cancel” on his invoice. 
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The publisher doesn’t send him a bill for one issue, nor does the publisher ask 

for the magazine back. So the customer gets a free issue.

But if the customer pays in advance, then cancels after the first issue, he gets a 

refund for 11/12th of the subscription price (the 11 unmailed issues) and therefore 

ends up paying for the issue received.

Why should the bill-me customer get a free issue, but not the payment-with-

order customer? It isn’t fair and doesn’t make sense, considering a cash-with-order 

customer is more desirable than a bill-me order.

Solution: Offer a full money-back guarantee within the first 30 days, then 

prorated refund thereafter. 

Another frequent guarantee problem is wording that says you will get your 

money back “if you return the product in saleable condition.” 

Well, the customer doesn’t have any control over the UPS man who brings the 

box to your door. 

Your guarantee implies that if the product is damaged in transit on its way from 

the customer to you, the buyer doesn’t get a refund. That would make me hesitate 

to order from you.

I was in a video game store where a clerk refused to refund a woman’s money 

because she was returning a game her son had gotten as a gift one day after the  

30-day guarantee period expired.

I interfered, and explained to the clerk what he was doing wrong. The woman 

got her money back, and I got a dirty look from the clerk.

Remember, you benefit enormously from offering a guarantee, because it gets 

more people to trust you and buy from you. 
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But the customer benefits too: He gets a chance to try the product risk-free.

Most people won’t take advantage of your guarantee. If you sell a quality 

product, accurately described in your marketing, at a price that’s fair in relationship 

to its value, your return rate will be low – probably less than 5 percent.

That still means one of 20 will ask for a refund. Give them back their 

money promptly and with good cheer. Few things will cause more customer 

dissatisfaction and ruin your reputation faster than being difficult, adversarial, and 

uncooperative when people believe what you said in your guarantee and take you 

up on it.

Don’t get angry with these folks. Returning the product is their right – and part 

of your cost of doing business.

Section 2
Why Spend Money Advertising?  

Just Give it to Your Customers Instead

In the service sector, “buying the business” is a derogatory term used to 

describe the practice of “lowballing” (under-bidding) to win a contract. 

Those who frown upon the practice say that if you lowball to get the first 

contract, you can never charge that client your regular rates – and you have just 

acquired a highly unprofitable piece of business. But there are two flaws in  

their thinking.

First, it’s simply not true. Just call your low-ball price quotation an “introductory 

special.” Make clear that the product or service usually costs more – and will in the 

future – but that they can get a great deal when they act now.
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Second, “buying the business” often turns out to be a smart move – especially 

when you take into account the “lifetime value” of the customer you are trying  

to win.

To determine how much they can afford to spend to get a new customer, many 

marketers base that figure on the average size of the first order.

Therefore, if the front-end product or service is $500, they won’t spend anywhere 

near that to acquire the customer, for fear of operating at break-even or even a loss. 

If they want to double their money on the promotion, the most they’ll spend to 

make the sale is $250.

But smarter marketers know that the amount of money you can spend to acquire 

a new customer should be based on the customer’s lifetime value, not just the 

revenue from the first order.

Lifetime value refers to how much money your customer is likely to spend with 

you during the period he remains a customer of your business.

For instance, if the average unit of sale is $500, the average number of purchases 

per year is two, and the average customer remains a customer for 5 years, the 

lifetime customer value is $500 X 2 X 5 = $5,000.

Based on the average lifetime value, you can see where it would in fact be worth 

spending $500 to acquire a new customer.

The business owner who understands lifetime customer value as it relates to 

customer acquisition has a tremendous advantage: He is willing to spend more to 

acquire new business, because he knows its true value. 

Based on an understanding of this principle, marketing guru Jay Abraham 

frequently advises clients to give salespeople a 100% commission on the first sale, 

instead of their regular 10% or whatever.
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The 100% commission gives the salesperson much greater incentive to go out 

and get new business. And the company gets their usual profit on all the repeat 

sales. Only the first order is 100% commission.

A company selling books to corporate librarians asked me to devise a marketing 

campaign to get new corporate accounts to start ordering books from them. 

I asked the owner what he would be willing to spend to get a new account. He 

said about $300.

Forget advertising, I advised. Just open up an account for every company you 

want as a customer – and put $300 in it! 

Send each prospect a personal letter telling them they already have an account 

with you – and that it contains $300 they can use at any time this year. 

Instead of a sales or marketing campaign, my client gave the money he would 

have spent to generate leads and makes sales calls directly to his key prospects, so 

they could try the service at no cost. It worked like a charm!

Today online trading services use the same tactic. They send you a letter telling 

you they have opened an account for you with $75 or so in it. You get the money 

when you do your first trade.

Need to stimulate business? Calculate lifetime customer value, decide what 

percentage of that amount you want to spend on acquiring new customers  

(10% is a common figure), and basically just give potential customers the money 

in exchange for trying your product or service.
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Section 3
Overcoming “Sticker Shock”  

When Selling High-Priced Products

The higher the price of your product or service, the more the prospect is likely 

to experience “sticker shock” – a resistance to paying that much money, no matter 

how much he wants what you’re selling.

Sticker shock is that unpleasant moment when the prospect gasps (aloud 

or silently), and thinks: “It’s THAT much money? Why??” When the prospect 

immediately rejects the price as too high, that’s sticker shock. 

Fortunately, there are a number of sales and marketing techniques that can help 

us overcome sticker shock and get people to pay the hefty prices we are asking for 

our products and services.

One trick that works is to talk first about higher-priced products than the one 

you are selling. Then give your price that, while substantial, is still less than the 

numbers you’ve been throwing out.

For instance, if you are selling reading specs by mail, mention in your ad that 

laser eye surgery is $1,000, new eyeglasses can run $300 at an optician’s, but your 

mail order reading specs are just $19.95. 

If you are selling an options trading course on video, first mention your $1 

million minimum private managed accounts … your $5,000 trading advisory … 

and your $2,000 live seminar. By the time you get to the videos, the prospect will 

actually be relieved that they are only $299.
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Retailers know this trick well. If they want to increase sales of the $50 sweaters, 

they put the sweaters on a table so that when the customer walks down the aisle, 

he sees the $150 sweaters first. Then the $100 sweaters. 

When he gets to the end of the table, $50 for a sweater seems like a bargain –  

and he buys one.

An aluminum siding salesman always asked his prospects, “What do you think 

it would cost to side your house in solid oak?” After the prospect made her guess, 

the salesman then said: “Now let me tell you 10 reasons why aluminum siding is 

better than solid oak.” 

Of course, the buyer was relieved to hear that this superior aluminum siding 

cost much less than she thought the oak would cost.

This is an example of another proven sales technique: making an apples-to-

oranges comparison. For instance, ads for Georgetown’s American Speaker, a loose-

leaf course on public speaking for executives, compare the $297 subscription price 

to the $5,000 a top speech writer would charge to write just one speech. 

Spreading out the payments can also help eliminate sticker shock. Rodale and 

Franklin Mint are well aware of the appeal of several smaller payments vs. one 

large lump sum. 

The Franklin Mint was selling a chess set by the piece, with each piece costing 

$17.50 and advertised as a collectible figurine in its own right.

A collectible figure for $17.50 sounds reasonable enough, until you realize that a 

chess set has 32 pieces, and therefore the full set sells for a hefty $560 – a price that 

would give all but the wealthiest chess enthusiasts a bad case of sticker shock.
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When selling big-ticket items, offer leasing as an option and quote it up front. A 

sticker price of $10,000 may be too much for the customer’s budget to handle. But 

with financing, you reduce that cost to a low monthly payment of only $322.

State the price in terms that make it seem smallest. Even if you want full 

payment up front, state the price in your promotion in terms that make it  

seem smaller. 

For instance, a term insurance policy with a $350 annual premium gives you 

protection and peace of mind “for less than a dollar a day.” A $100 membership in 

a trade association brings you all the benefits for a small daily fee that’s “less than 

the price of a first-class postage stamp.”

Value the component parts of the product you are selling. If you are promoting 

a set of tools in a nice toolbox, list the individual tools in the set. Show that the 

retail prices of each, when added up, come to much more than the package price 

– therefore the buyer is getting a great deal. 

Even better: Position one or two of the product elements as premiums the buyer 

can keep even if he returns the product. Offering “keeper” premiums usually 

increases response. 

For our toolbox example, you could throw in a couple of free screwdrivers or 

wrenches. Or make the toolbox free.

Or say you sell how-to audiocassette programs. Instead of selling your 8-cassette 

audio album for $69, say it is a 6-cassette album for $69. Then position the other two 

cassettes as premiums. People will think it’s a better deal because they are getting 

two tapes free.
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Section 4
When You Want Customers to Buy,  

Tell Them They Can’t

A few years ago I came across a brochure for an independent consultant, 

Sommers White. 

The brochure promoting White’s consulting services was written entirely in 

question and answer format. But what really caught my eye was the first Q & A in 

the lead:

 Q: Why should I hire Sommers White?

 A: Perhaps you should not.

Why is this opening so effective?

First, it is unexpected. The surprise factor gets your attention.

Second, it instantly builds White’s credibility. Obviously, here is a guy  

who only wants clients he can help. He won’t just take any business. He has  

to believe he can really help you before he will work with you. What an  

ethical guy!

Third, it actually enhances the desire to find out more about White and possibly 

hire him. It’s intriguing. Who is this man of mystery? Why is he so sure of himself 

that he doesn’t even want your business?

This technique of selling is called “the takeaway close.” White did not invent it, 

although his use of it as a lead is unusual. 
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The basic premise of the takeaway close is: People want what they can’t have.

Think about it. Your doctor tells you, “No more candy.” What do you instantly 

want? Candy!

Sales trainer Paul Karasik recommends you use the takeaway method when 

trying to close a sale with a reluctant prospect.

If the prospect is hemming and hawing, shut your notebook or folder, take the 

contract off the table, and say, “You know, you’re right. This may not be  

for you.”

The prospect will immediately want to know why you say this, and often, will 

try to prove you wrong. In essence, they’ll start selling YOU on changing your 

mind and accepting them as a customer. What an ideal situation for you!

Another things that makes the takeaway close so effective is what I call the 

power of the contrary: When you do something people don’t expect, it is an instant 

attention-getter.

A radio commercial for Seaman’s, a furniture store in my area, begins: 

“Whatever you do, DON’T buy furniture today!”

You don’t expect a furniture store to tell you not to buy furniture. So you listen. 

It sounds like you are going to get helpful consumer advice – maybe tips on 

shopping for furniture.

Turns out, the tip is to wait to Saturday for Seaman’s big blowout sale. But it 

works. They got your attention – and now you want to wait for their sale. 

The next time you are having trouble closing a prospect or moving a sale 

forward, try the takeaway close.
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One caveat: You have to be willing to lose the sale to make this work. You must 

be prepared for and ready to accept the possibility that the prospect will say, “Yes, 

you’re right, this is not for me.” 

Therefore, the takeaway close should only be used either (a) when you already 

have more business than you can handle – and therefore can afford to lose the sale, 

or (b) when the sale is stalled and you cannot move the prospect forward using 

your other closing techniques.

Section 5
Close More Sales by Quoting a Price  

Your Buyer Can Afford

In the movie Tin Men starring Richard Dreyfus and Danny DeVito, an 

aluminum siding salesman goes into a car dealership to buy a new Cadillac.

“How much is it?” he asks the car salesman about the car he wants to buy.

“How much do you want to pay?” the car salesman asks back.

Disgusted by what is an obvious sales tactic, he replies sarcastically,  

“A dollar … I want to pay a dollar.”

Many of us won’t ask the prospect how much he or she wants to pay  

because we feel that it is somehow sleazy, and that doing so will create an 

uncomfortable situation.

But if you indeed did know how much your buyers wanted to spend, your sales 

closing ratio would shoot through the roof – because you’d be quoting prices you 

knew they could afford and were willing and prepared to spend.
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How do you ascertain what the buyer wants to spend without the awkwardness 

of asking outright?

When it’s time to discuss price, ask the buyer, “Do you have a budget?”

Note that you are not asking “What is your budget?” You are instead asking the 

much less threatening question, “Do you have a budget?”

The buyer can only give one of two answers: yes or no, with about half of 

prospects saying yes and the other half saying no.

If the buyer says “yes,” then you ask: “Would you mind sharing with me what 

your budget is?”

Those prospects who tell you their budget have just given you the range under 

which your price quotation must fall to be accepted.

But what if the buyer says, “No, we don’t have a budget.” Then you ask: “Well, 

do you have a dollar figure in mind of what you would like it to cost?” 

Even if they do not have a budget worked out, many people, when asked the 

question in this way, will come back at you with an answer something like “I was 

figuring to spend around $1,000 and not more than $3,000.”

In effect, they really do have a budget – $1,000 to $3,000 – but just never wrote it 

down or said it out loud before.

A few people, however, will not share their budget no matter how you ask. “I 

don’t want to give you my budget,” they will say. “I want YOU to tell ME what it 

will cost.”

In such cases, use the “good, better, best” method of price quotation.

Let’s say you are quoting on selling the prospect a half-acre lot with a custom 

built home.
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Instead of just quoting your top-end home, which is $500,000, you give the 

prospect three options to choose from.

The first option, which you call “GOOD,” is a basic three bedroom home with a 

fireplace and unfinished basement. It is $300,000 – the cheapest you can offer while 

still giving the buyer a decent home and yourself a decent profit.

The second option, which you call “BETTER,” is the same home, but with a 

finished basement and an added sitting room in the master bedroom suite. It is 

$400,000 – your middle-of-the-road model.

The third option, which you call “BEST,” is the same home as in the “BETTER” 

option but with top-of-the-line landscaping, a second fireplace, and a fourth 

bedroom. It is $500,000 – your top-of-the-line model.

You outline all options for the prospect, including the prices. Then instead of 

asking him whether he wants a home, you ask him, “WHICH do you want – good, 

better, or best?”

This strategy increases the chances that your price quotation will fall within the 

dollar amount the prospect wants to pay. 

Also, very few people want the lowest-quality of three choices. So some buyers 

who were looking to pay $300,000 will find a way to pay $400,000 (even if it means 

a bigger mortgage or borrowing from Uncle Joe) – and more will select “BETTER” 

over “GOOD.”
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Section 6
The Power of FREE

YOURS FREE – ETR HAS A FREE GIFT FOR YOU!

Did the above headline catch your attention?

I wrote it to demonstrate this issue’s marketing lesson: The word “FREE” is the 

most powerful word in direct marketing. 

Always has been. Still is today. Will still be 10 years from now, in  

my opinion.

“I saw someone use FREE effectively on Ebay recently,” ETR’s Editor Charlie 

Byrne told me in an e-mail the other day.

“Rocker Jimmy Buffett is coming to town. His fans love to party – especially 

with Corona beer, the one you squeeze limes into.” 

There are MANY tickets for the concert on sale on Ebay. If you look at the 

listings, you’ll see:

 “Buffett Tickets for sale!”

 “Jimmy Buffett – Good seats.”

 “Buffett Tix for sale.”

 …ad infinitum…

But one clever person wrote:

 “Buffett Tickets + Free Corona and Limes!!!”
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If you buy the tickets, he throws in a $10 gift certificate for the local Florida 

supermarket chain.  

Charlie adds: “I noticed his ad got MANY more ‘hits’ than all the others – 

another demonstration of the power of a FREE offer.”

In his new book, “How to Turn Words Into Money,” millionaire entrepreneur 

and master direct marketer Ted Nicholas devotes quite a bit of space to discussing 

the power of FREE.

“I’ve never sold anything that didn’t sell better after offering free bonuses and 

gifts,” says Ted. “Free is the most powerful word in the English language. If you’re 

not using gifts and bonuses in your marketing operations now, your sales in many 

cases will go up 2, 3, and 4 times.”

One of my friends worked in a medical ad agency. The clients were large 

pharmaceutical manufacturers targeting doctors with promotions about  

new drugs.

The agency used direct mail to invite doctors to free seminars (called 

“symposia”) – educational programs about the diseases the drugs treated, designed 

to get the doctors to prescribe the drug as treatment for the diseases.

The agency split-tested a straightforward invitation vs. a version that offered  

a free gift – a pocket day planner – as an incentive to attend the event. The 

wholesale cost of the pocket calendar, including imprint of the client’s logo,  

was about $1 each.

The invitations offering doctors the free $1 pocket calendar generated 6 times 

the response from doctors (all of whom back then were making handsome six-

figure annual incomes) than the invitation that didn’t offer the free gift. 
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That’s 6 times the results – just because of the offer of a little free gift … 

something the doctor might very well toss in the trash if it arrived unsolicited in 

the mail.

I get asked at least once a week the following question: “Bob, hasn’t free lost  

its power?”

The person asking the question is concerned that, because of overuse and 

increasing sophistication of readers, FREE is not effective any more.

My answer is always this: FREE alone is not enough today to make a promotion 

profitable. In the early days of direct marketing, perhaps it was.

But now there are so many people advertising FREE, that simply saying FREE 

does not make you stand out. You need something more, like a powerful benefit or 

unique selling proposition – or a masterfully written promotion.

But once you have those things, combine them with a FREE offer. Saying 

“free” still, even today, increases response significantly vs. the same copy without 

stressing a free offer.

Bottom line: FREE still works. Use FREE for yourself and see!

Section 7
How to Attract New Business Like a Magnet

Why do some businesspeople and salespeople seem to have more business than 

they can possibly handle – while others just scrape by?

One reason is because people want to do business with them. They have a 

“magnetic selling personality” – meaning that people are attracted to them, and 

want to have a relationship with them, and do business with them.
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All of us are born with a certain quantity of charisma, but most of what you 

need to increase your ability to attract prospects to you magnetically can be learned 

and developed over time.

So, what can give you a magnetic selling personality? I can think of at least a 

dozen factors.

First, people tend to do business with people they like. So behave in a way 

that makes you likable. Be polite and patient. Avoid being crude, rude, gruff, or 

impatient. That sort of thing.

Second, people are attracted to people who keep their word. So when you  

make a promise, do exactly what you promised, by the deadline you promised –  

or sooner.

Third, people are attracted to people whom they believe have their best interests 

at heart. They know that you have their best interests at heart when they hear you 

give them advice that benefits them the most, in spite of the fact that you won’t 

make any money by doing so.

Fourth, people are attracted to people they believe are experts in their fields 

– the “gurus.” 

To use this principle, first actually become a leading expert in your field through 

practice, research, training, education, and study. 

Then, do things such as writing articles and books, or giving speeches, that 

demonstrate your expertise to others, including potential customers. 

Fifth, people are attracted to people who are honest, ethical, and above board. 

Why lie in your marketing and elsewhere when telling the truth is so much more 

effective at getting you the business?
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Sixth, people are attracted to people who are physically attractive, or at least not 

physically repulsive.

Eat right. Exercise. Stay fit. Be well-groomed. Dress well. Have good personal 

hygiene, showering regularly. Brush your teeth and visit your dentist as needed.

Seventh, people are attracted to people who seem “real” – meaning they seem to 

be just regular people. 

Be cordial, friendly, and interested in others. 

The best way to establish rapport and begin a relationship is to ask the other 

person questions – about their company, their job, their industry, even their family 

and interests.

It’s so easy. And it’s extremely effective, because very few people use this 

technique  (most people just prefer to talk about themselves, and indulge in this 

desire at every opportunity).

Eighth, people are attracted to people who listen – and really hear what they  

are saying.

Remember the old cliché: you have two ears and one mouth, so you should 

listen twice as much as you talk.

Actually, for best results, you should spend 80% of any conversation listening, 

and talk only 20% of the time.

Ninth, people are attracted to people who are like them.

The trick here is to establish one thing you have in common with the  

other person – golf, kids, pets – and allow that to grow and cement the  

bond between you.
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Tenth, people are attracted to people who are humble.

Don’t be a braggart or egomaniac. 

Also: Never discuss how much money you make with your customer.

Reason: If it’s less than they make, they may think you are not successful. If it’s 

more, they may feel you are making too much money because of the high prices 

you charge.

Eleventh, people are attracted to people who seem busy and successful.

Never tell a prospect things are slow and you really need orders.

Think about doctors. You don’t like waiting for the doctor. But how  

would you feel if you walked into a new doctor’s office during hours and  

found it empty?

Wouldn’t you be wondering how good he is if he has no patients? Wouldn’t you 

feel more assured if the waiting room was packed with patients, waiting to see 

him? Of course.

Twelve, people are attracted to other people (as well as companies and products) 

that make their lives easier and save them time.

They also prefer to deal with people who are flexible and accommodating, not 

rigid and difficult. And they hate it when you waste their time, although they are 

not terribly concerned about wasting yours.

Bottom line: practice these 12 techniques (or traits, or whatever you want  

to call them) until they come as naturally and easily as driving a car or tying  

your shoe.

When you do, you will attract at least twice as many prospects, close at least 

twice as many sales, and earn at least twice the income you make today.
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Section 8
How to Determine Whether Your Business Idea Will Fly

At least once a week, someone comes to me with a business idea – typically a 

new product or service – and asks, “Will this work?”

Perhaps you too have an idea for a new product or service … but would like to 

know whether it has a realistic chance of success before you invest your time and 

hard-earned money in it.

I will give you the same piece of advice I give everyone else….

Look around to see whether anyone else is doing what you propose.

If you find at least one other person doing it successfully (i.e., making money at 

it), then it could work for you, too … if you are smart and lucky.

On the other hand, if no one else is doing it, there’s no reason to think YOU can 

… and I’d probably look for something else.

This may be somewhat counter intuitive. Then again, a lot of business success 

principles are.

“Isn’t it great that no one else is doing my idea?” someone asked me the last time 

I said this. “That means I thought of it first and there’s no competition!”

Actually, it’s almost certain that many others thought of it before you. 

What should trouble you is that these individuals – some of whom may 

be as smart or even smarter than you – evaluated the idea, and after careful 

consideration, decided not to proceed.
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In other words, the reason no one else is doing your idea is because it  

won’t work!

Conversely, you might think that if others are doing your idea, there’s already 

too much competition.

That may or may not be the case.

But if others are doing the same idea, and making money at it, then that idea has 

been proven beyond a shadow of a doubt to work in the real world.

And if THEY are making money at it, there’s a good chance you can too.

After all, you are probably as smart – or smarter – than many of those people.

Most of the people you probably think of as innovators were actually not.

Bill Gates, for instance, is thought of as the creator of the first personal computer 

operating system, MS-DOS.

But actually, another programmer created MS-DOS.

Bill Gates bought it from him for $50,000 cash, made some modifications, and 

sold it to IBM for royalties that made him the wealthiest man in the world.

In fact, MS-DOS was not even the first PC operating system.

That honor goes to CPM, a rival operating system that was invented and offered 

to IBM first (they didn’t take it, but the old Kaypro computers ran on it).

One other counter intuitive piece of advice….

If you decide to market a new product or service, and your test campaign fails 

miserably, don’t keep pushing to make it incrementally better, in the hopes that you 

can turn it into a winner.
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Much better is to cut your losses and abandon the idea – before you pour good 

money after bad.

Example: An ETR reader came to me asking if I could save her business by 

writing a direct mail package.

I asked what her first mailing, which seemed competent to me (though not first 

rate), brought in. Did it break-even? Cover half its mailing cost?

Turns out, it pulled only a few orders with thousands of pieces mailed.

I reminder her, “Even a great package might pull only double or triple a package 

that failed … and even if we triple the response, you won’t even be close to 

breaking even … so this just isn’t going to work.”

Needless to say, I did not write the package for her, though I am convinced  

I saved her from wasting many thousands of dollars on another test doomed  

to fail.

Section 9
What Donald Trump Can Teach You  

About Direct Marketing

I never thought of Donald Trump as a direct marketer.

In fact, from what little I had seen, he seemed largely ignorant of the principles 

of DM.

For instance, on the first season of The Apprentice, the two teams had to each 

come up with an ad campaign for a company that made corporate jets (complete 

with flight crew) available to clients who wanted to fly in private jets, but did not 

have the budget to buy their own.
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In particular, he praised one team’s campaign which featured slick color photos 

of various parts of the jet shot at angles that made them look like  

phallic symbols.

“Idiot!” I complained to my wife, who was also watching. “The ads should have 

offered a Membership Card entitling the recipient to take their first  

30 minutes of any flight FREE!”

(That’s how we direct marketers think … offer, offer, offer.)

But a recent episode in the second season of The Apprentice was much more 

encouraging in its demonstration of direct response principles.

This time, two teams each had the task of putting together and running, for one 

evening only, a bridal shop in NYC.

The contest was simple: whichever team had the highest gross sales for the 

evening would be the winner.

Team “A” printed huge stacks of pink fliers inviting people to the sale. 

They distributed these fliers by handing them out at Penn Station as morning 

commuters got off the trains to make their way to work.

Trump correctly questioned the wisdom of Team A’s marketing strategy, asking, 

“How many people are thinking about getting married when they’re commuting to 

work in the morning?”

Team “B” took a more targeted approach: they rented an e-list of thousands of 

women who were planning to get married and e-mailed them an invitation to the 

bridal sale.

I think you can guess the result….
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Team “A” had only a handful of customers in their shop, sold only two dresses, 

and grossed around $1,000.

Team “B” had customers lining up on the sidewalk to get into the store as if it 

were an exclusive Manhattan night club. They sold 26 dresses for gross revenues of 

more than $12,000, outselling Team “B” more than 12 to 1.

The project manager of Team “A” was fired by Trump that night.

The lesson for direct marketers is clear: the list is all-important. 

In this case, Team “B” knew that everyone on their list was planning to  

get married.

Team “A,” by comparison, handed out their invitation to anyone and everyone at 

Penn Station.

How many of those people had any interest in getting married?

Was it one out of a hundred, or maybe one out of a thousand?

The “list” used by Team “A” had maybe 90% to 99% “wasted circulation,” 

meaning the promotion went to the wrong people: those not interested in buying 

the product.

The list used by Team “B” had maybe 1% or as little as 0% wasted circulation, 

because virtually everyone on the list had indicated a planned wedding.

And the result? “B” outpulled “A” by approximately 12 to 1 … a differential that 

is not uncommon in actual direct marketing tests.

This means using the best mailing list vs. the worst mailing list can increase 

your response rates 1,000% or more.

Which makes testing different mailing lists perhaps the best marketing 

investment you can make this year … well, next to getting on The Apprentice.
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Section 10
In Marketing, Flattery Will Get You Everywhere  

– As Long As It’s Sincere

“Flattery will get you nowhere,” prospects who want to appear strong-willed 

say, with pride, to marketers who would stroke their egos for profit.

But actually, flattery can get you almost anywhere. 

The reason: people want to feel good about themselves … and if you give them 

a legitimate way to do it, you get their attention and cause them to be receptive to 

your communication.

Of course, flattery has to be legitimate and sincere.

You wouldn’t start a sales letter targeted to zip codes of people living in trailer 

parks with, “You’ve finally made it!” … because they know (and you know) they 

haven’t made it. 

Such a tactic would be insincere, generating negative feelings in the prospects 

about themselves and about you. Neither is conducive to selling.

So “flattery marketing” generally works best with audiences known to have 

healthy egos … high opinions of themselves.

Examples include millionaires … business owners … doctors, lawyers, and other 

self-employed professionals … senior corporate executives … middle managers 

earning six figures or close to it … scientists, systems analysts, or others with  

in-demand technical skills.
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The key tactic in “flattery marketing” is a letter that speaks directly to  

the reader and begins by acknowledging the reasons why they feel good  

about themselves.

For instance, The Director’s Report is an expensive subscription publication 

aimed at people who sit on corporate boards.

You and I can only imagine being asked to sit on a corporate board … but we 

can easily imagine what a heady feeling such an invitation must generate.

The promotion letter selling The Director’s Report to board members is built 

around that ego-satisfying emotion:

A SPECIAL INVITATION TO THE LEADER OF CORPORATE AMERICA…

Dear Director:

You’re it. A genuine leader of American business.

Someone so accomplished . . . and so successful . . . that important companies 

have sought you out to join their board of directors.

You enjoy your board member status. And you should. Being a director  

wins instant respect from your friends and colleagues. And the perks aren’t  

bad, either. Etc.

To write a “flattery letter,” you simply focus – at least in the lead – on the 

prospect, and all but forget about the product.

The trick is to get inside the head of the prospect, figure out the legitimate 

reason why they’re proud and happy to be where they are today….
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And feed it back to them in sincere language that acknowledges their success 

– and their right to feel good about it – without going overboard.

Of course, you then have to tie in that feeling – or whatever makes them special 

– with the product you are selling.

In the Director’s Report letter, the next sentence does that job:

But watch out. Being a board member may have become more dangerous  

than ever.

We then learn what those dangers are (fallout from Enron and other scandals 

resulting in stricter corporate governance) — and how the publication can help the 

reader navigate them.

The rest of the letter sells the product, but don’t forget to come back to the core 

emotion – the pride and ego – a couple of times in the body and again in the close 

to tie it all together.

The Director’s Report letter closes:

You take pride in being a director. Now Director’s Alert can help you be the best 

director you can be.

You know from personal experience that a huge percentage of the population is 

openly egotistical. I suspect the rest of the population is too, but simply less vocal 

about it.

Tap into that ego, fuel it appropriately, and you can get people figuratively eating 

out of the palm of your hand … or at least putting a check into your  

reply envelope.
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Section 11
A Low-Tech Marketing Secret  

for Home-Based Entrepreneurs:  
Have a Separate Phone Line for Your Business

Recently, I came into the office in the morning and found a voice mail.

It was from a freelance copywriter asking me to call her.

Now, this is no surprise: I regularly get calls from novice copywriters asking for 

advice about the freelance copywriting business.

When I called her back, around 8am EST (I normally get to work 7am), she 

answered the phone in a hoarse, dazed voice … and I knew I had woken her up.

I immediately felt guilty … but I should not have. 

After all, why is it MY responsibility to know or think about whether she works 

at home?

And what difference should that make to clients, prospects, or anyone else who 

calls her?

Sure enough, she told me, a bit grumpily, “It is 5am where I am.” 

And I felt vaguely scolded … as if I was supposed to figure out her location  

and time zone from the area code in the phone number she had left on my  

voice mail!

A major component of your small business marketing is the professional 

impression and image you convey … and that requires home-based businesses to 

have two separate phone lines: one for home, and one for business.
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The rules are simple….

* Always answer the business phone promptly, clearly, and professionally. Pick it 

up on the second ring. The first seems too needy, and by the fourth, the prospect is 

getting annoyed by the long wait.

* Identity yourself and your company in your greeting, e.g., “Flowers by Fiona, 

this is Fiona speaking.”

* The business phone should ONLY be answered by people from the business 

– never children, parents, or the cleaning lady.

* When the business phone rings after hours and you do not feel like talking to 

business callers, don’t answer it. Let the voice mail pick it up.

* Keep the business phone in a private office or other area shielded from the 

sounds of home life. Business callers should not hear kids fighting or babies crying 

in the background.

* Do not require the caller to think about your situation, e.g., that they are calling 

late or reaching you at home.

That’s not their concern or responsibility … and having to worry about that is a 

turn-off for your clients and prospects.

For instance, I once called AC, a freelance PR consultant at 5pm; I suspected he 

worked at home, but did not know that for certain.

When he answered, he sounded annoyed and didn’t hide it well; clearly, I had 

done something wrong.
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“Is there something wrong?” I asked.

“I am eating dinner,” he replied testily.

Apparently, he required me to be a mind reader or have surveillance cameras in 

his house.

Or maybe he was living in the 1950s, when most people actually left work at 

5pm on the dot!

Another faux pas that can damage the professional image you want to convey….

If someone calls and the person they want to reach is not available, take a 

message and promise to have that person call back promptly.

Do NOT, as some businesses do, amazingly to me, is say, “He’s not here right 

now. Can you call back later?”

This adds another task to the prospect’s to-do list for the day. And your job is to 

make the prospect’s life easier, not add more work to it.

Finally, here’s the “technology” set up I recommend for home-based business 

phone systems: 

* Separate phone lines for home and business.

* Another separate, dedicated phone line for the fax machine. It’s annoying and 

amateurish to tell prospects, “Let me hang up on you. I will unplug the phone, plug 

in the fax, and then you can call back and fax your document.” It is disrespectful 

because it wastes the prospect’s time. 

* And yes, yet another dedicated phone line for the modem if you have  

a dial-up connection to the Internet. However, I’d recommend high-speed 

broadband access, which is faster and does not require its own phone line.
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The point: even if you work at home, you are in business and you are a business 

professional.

Therefore, you have to convey a professional image that says you are serious 

about business, not a dilettante playing around between jobs.

Section 12
The Awful Truth About Business Cards

Michael Masterson has often pointed out in ETR how much of the conventional 

wisdom you read about business and entrepreneurship is pure nonsense.

Much of this pap, as Michael has noted, is produced by misguided consultants, 

ignorant marketing advisors, and business journalists who have never run a 

successful business in their lives.

Take, for example, the nonsensical advice given on the subject of business cards.

One writer suggests giving everyone TWO business cards instead of one … the 

logic being the recipient will then have an extra to pass on.

Yet you never hear a Steve Jobs or Donald Trump say, “Yes, I built a billion dollar 

business … I used the ‘hand out two cards instead of one strategy’ to do it, too.”

We’re also told how to transform a business card from its conventional form 

(name, company, and contact information only) to a powerful “billboard” by 

adding unconventional elements such as a strong positioning statement, a list of 

services, or clever graphics or slogans. 

But the truth is, spending any significant effort worrying or thinking about 

business cards … or strategizing their usage … is an absolute waste of time.
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That’s because most people who receive your business card throw it away 

without a second glance.

(In fact, most of the self-made millionaires I know don’t have business cards … 

or if they have them, they don’t carry them.)

In the “good old days,” before the PC, most people actually had Rolodexes into 

which they would copy the information on your business card … or actually insert 

the card itself.

But now, your prospects keep their “Rolodexes” in Outlook or some other  

PC application.

Yes, I know there are devices sold that scan business cards and import them into 

PC databases. But their use is far from widespread.  

Do you use one? Have you seen one on a prospect’s desk lately? 

That’s what I thought.

So … what should you put on your business card … and how should you get it 

into people’s hands so they pay attention and file it for future reference?

My answer may surprise you….

1. You shouldn’t worry about what you put on your business card –  

it doesn’t matter.

2. You shouldn’t carry business cards or hand them out to people.

Instead, do the following….

When the prospect asks you, “Do you have a business card?” say:

“I don’t have any on me. But give me yours, and I will put one of mine in the 

mail to you.”
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Then, in conversation, qualify the prospect, find out their needs, and send  

them the appropriate catalog, brochure, or other relevant literature on your 

products or services.

Enclose with these marketing materials one of your business cards – fulfilling 

the promise you made to send it.

But what if your prospect does not carry a business card (many busy people 

don’t remember to carry them)?

Then have prospects write their contact information on a piece of paper (you 

should always carry paper and pen for this purpose).

You see, if you readily give your card to the prospect, you eliminate the need for 

them to give you their contact information … which means you have not captured 

a lead and have no way of following up with them.

But by strategically withholding a business card, you almost “force” the prospect 

to give you their contact information (almost no one will refuse you when you ask 

them for their card or to write down their contact information). 

So you can capture them in your database … follow up to qualify them further 

… and convert those who are qualified leads to sales.

Result: instead of swapping little pieces of paper (business cards), you convert 

contacts into sales and revenues.

But there’s one extra step I left out….

After you get the prospect’s business card or contact information written on 

a piece of paper, say, “We also publish a monthly online newsletter on [TOPIC]. 

Would you like a free subscription?”
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When they say “yes” … and most will … you can now communicate with them, 

virtually at no cost, as often as you like – both with your monthly online newsletter 

as well as e-mail marketing messages sent to your newsletter subscriber list.

You can send the e-mail marketing messages because, as subscribers, they have 

“opted in.” They know you … have agreed to receive e-mail from you … and it’s 

perfectly legal to send promotional e-mails to them.

Of course, to use this strategy, you must actually publish an e-newsletter related 

to your product, service, or area of expertise … which I’ve already covered in an 

earlier ETR column.

Section 13
Marketing Secrets from the Grave

Writers and speakers know that you only have a few seconds to get the reader’s 

or listener’s attention.

If your opening fails to grab her, she’ll quickly stop reading or listening.

One of the most attention-grabbing openings I ever heard was, unfortunately, 

that of the eulogy for my father, given at his funeral some ten years ago.

“Everybody wants to be happy,” the speaker began. “Dave Bly knew the secret 

of happiness, and in a few minutes, I’m going to tell you what it is.”

Why was this lead so powerful? Three reasons….

First, it told the listener something she believed to be true: “everybody wants to 

be happy.” And because it was truth, it resonated with the listener.
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Second, it promised a benefit: if you listened, the secret of happiness would be 

revealed to you within a few minutes.

And third, it was unexpected: not your typical dull eulogy.

So why am I telling you this?

Because the secret revealed that day was not only the secret to happiness … but, 

I realized, it was also the secret to creating winning marketing campaigns.

The eulogist didn’t reveal the secret right up front, directly. He got to it through 

stories. I will do the same here, because it will make the secret clearer and teach  

it better.

The first story the speaker told was of a day when he and his wife, along with 

my father and my mother, went to a lake on a Sunday to enjoy the outdoors.

Three of them wanted to have brunch at a nice lake side restaurant. But when 

they turned around, dad was out on the dock, talking to a couple of young boys 

who were fishing, but without much luck.

Dad loved to fish, and he loved kids. Within a few minutes, he showed them his 

tricks for adjusting the bob, baiting the hook, and casting out … and they began 

catching fish after fish at a rapid rate.

The kids were delighted, smiling and laughing, thanking Dad for making their 

day. And he was smiling too.

The second story was about a little magic trick Dad would do to entertain when 

he went out to a dinner with a group of people.

When the wine was finished, he would ask one of the dinner guests to push the 

cork into the wine bottle, which they did.
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Then he would challenge them to remove the cork – without breaking the bottle. 

Of course, they could not.

But Dad could – and did – to the entertainment and delight of the other diners. 

(It’s a trick that would take too much space to describe here. You do it with a 

linen napkin or handkerchief.)

“The secret of happiness that Dave Bly knew,” the eulogist concluded, “is to put 

other people first. Make them happy, and you will be happy.”

The same principle works in marketing and sales: make the customer successful 

… and help him achieve his goals … and you will be successful – because the 

customer will buy what you are selling, making you richer in the process. 

So that’s the simple secret of happiness … of marketing … of sales … and of 

success in virtually any aspect of life: put others first, and you will reap  

the rewards.

And that’s the secret I shared with over a hundred mourners at my father’s 

funeral, when I gave his eulogy, so many years ago.

Section 14
Mad? Well, FU!

What’s the number one selling mistake that causes entrepreneurs, executives, 

salespeople, and professionals to spin their wheels, waste their time chasing 

after people who don’t want to buy, and experience enormous frustration when 

following up leads?
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It’s failure to determine whether the person making the inquiry is a genuine, 

qualified prospect … or someone who likes collecting brochures and wasting 

salespeople’s time.

But, how can you quickly, easily, and accurately determine whether a lead is a 

qualified prospect?

By using my “MAD FU formula.”

The MAD FU formula has nothing to do with anger, or any other emotion, or 

the four-letter “F” word.

Rather, MAD FU stands for the 5 qualities that differentiate a qualified prospect 

from a time-waster or tire-kicker: money, authority, desire, fit, and urgency.

MAD FU says that to qualify a lead, you have to ask them questions.

These questions determine whether they have the money to afford what you are 

selling, the authority to buy it, and a strong desire to own it.

In addition, are they a good fit for your business? And do they have a sense  

of urgency?

Let’s look at how to quickly assess all 5 factors.

First, money: can the prospect afford what you are selling?

The easiest way to determine this is to ask: “Do you have a budget for this?”

Without a budget, how can they possibly buy your product or service?

If they say they do have a budget, ask: “Would you mind sharing with me what 

your budget is?”

Their answer tells you whether they can afford you or not.
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Second, authority: can the person you are talking to write a check or  

purchase order?

You can determine this by asking, “Who else in your organization is responsible 

for making this purchase decision?”

The third factor is desire. How intense is their desire to own your product or get 

your service?

You can gauge their desire through the content of your conversation with them 

as well as tone and body language.

The best prospects have a burning desire to own your product or have you solve 

their problem.

The fourth factor for qualifying prospects is fit. 

Is this person a good fit for your business? Is there good personal chemistry 

between you and them? Does your product or service best meet their needs, or in 

truth, would they be better off using another vendor?

The fifth and final factor is urgency: what is the prospect’s time frame for taking 

possession of this product or having this service performed?

The more the prospect is in a hurry, the easier the deal will be to close. But if 

the prospect has no sense of urgency, you may spin your wheels for months – even 

years – chasing after her.

The lesson? When the phone rings with a call from a potential customer, don’t 

get too excited.
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Instead, immediately qualify the lead with MAD FU. Does the person have the 

money, authority, and desire to buy? Are they a good fit? Is their need immediate?

The more “yes” answers you get to the MAD FU questions, the better your 

chances of making the sale.

Section 15
Marketing with a Personal Touch

Last week I went to my local drug store to pick up a prescription – and  

they made an extremely common customer service mistake I’ve experienced 

many times.

The drug store shall go unnamed (but their initials are “CVS”).

I was second in line at checkout, and there was only one cashier.

The woman in front of me was taking an inordinate amount of time with her 

purchase, because she thought she was being wrongly charged for her photos.

(There was a special photo package advertised in a CVS sales flier … but when 

the clerk rung up the item on the register, a different price came up than the one 

advertised in the flier.)

Like most ETR readers, I am busy, and I value my time.

So perhaps I am less tolerant than the average Joe when a store customer argues 

because she isn’t getting a dollar discount on her photos … or the store won’t honor 

a coupon for ten cents off a box of crackers.

In fact, when exasperated by similar situations at the supermarket, I have, at 

times, told the customer in front of me: “Just go ahead and buy the thing without 
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the discount, and I will pay you the difference” … and I take out my wallet to show 

that I mean it. 

This is never appreciated, by the way.

So I politely told the cashier: “While this nice woman is deciding on whether she 

wants her photos or not, could you ring me up in the meantime?”

“I already started to ring her up and can’t clear the register,” the cashier replied.

“Why not open the register next to you and ring me up there?”

“I can only work one register at a time: store policy.” 

(Apparently, CVS has never heard of multi-tasking.)

The woman was still hemming and hawing and fuming about not getting the 

right price on her photo package.

“Well, why not get someone else to work that register so we” – by this time, 

there were four people in line behind me, almost as annoyed as I was – “can make 

our purchases and go?” I asked the cashier politely.

At this point, the manager came to the front of the store and attempted to help 

the cashier clear the register – unsuccessfully, I might add, so we were all still 

trapped in line.

I repeated my suggestion, this time to the manager, that they open the second 

register and put someone on it to clear up the growing line.

“I have no one else in the store to put there,” he replied.

And I thought: Why don’t YOU do it?

Apparently, the thought never occurred to him. After several more minutes, the 

problem was resolved, and we got out of there.
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So what’s the point of this long story?

The manager was obviously impressed with himself that he had risen to a 

management position.

Of course, I am sure he thought, “I’m a big-shot manager. Managers don’t make 

change – they manage cashiers who make change.”

Here is where he … and so many others who are owners or managers … 

misunderstand their position.

They think they are the boss of the business – and therefore somehow exempt 

from mundane labor.

But you are NOT the boss of your business … even if you own it.

Your CUSTOMERS are the boss.

Your business exists to please and serve them.

Whenever you fail to make serving your customers your #1 priority … and you 

place something else above that (like your dignity or self-importance) … you are 

telling them, “I don’t value you, and I don’t want your business.”

Hey, even if you are the store owner, when you see the sidewalk is littered with 

trash, and your stock clerk hasn’t come in yet, pick up a broom and sweep  

it yourself.

You are not so important that you are somehow above the need to continually 

provide exceptional customer service – whether that means a clean sidewalk or 

prompt check-out at the register.

The only really important person, at least as far as the customer is concerned – is 

the customer.
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One other story….

SR, a friend of mine, was one of the top freelance copywriters in direct 

marketing before he retired – a brilliant writer of conversational style sales letters.

He was so successful that he had a full-time secretary to handle his grunt work 

– like making photocopies and going to the post office.

All SR wanted to do was the high-level work: thinking, researching, and writing 

for his clients.

One Thursday afternoon, the marketing manager of a great potential client – a 

major company with tons of work and money – called him.

They were eager to establish a working relationship with SR … and to send big, 

fat checks his way. 

But, the marketing manager asked, could SR overnight a package with some 

samples of his copy first?

The marketing manager just had to convince a few senior executives to sign off 

on the purchase order … and one of them wanted to see SR’s work before doing so. 

They were in a hurry to get started, so the marketing manager would present 

SR’s samples to his senior executive at a meeting the next day. 

(This was pre-Internet, so SR did not have samples posted on a Web site.) 

Feeling full of himself (as SR related to me), he said: “Well … my secretary puts 

packages together … and she is out today and Friday. I can have her send them  

on Monday.”
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There was dead silence. Then the marketing manager, much less friendly, came 

back on the line and said, “Hey, this is a major new campaign … I tell you what 

… maybe, if it isn’t too much trouble, YOU could put those samples in an envelope 

and overnight them to me yourself?”

“Of course, I was too arrogant, and wrong,” says SR. “Customers want what 

they want when they want it. To not give it to them is to risk losing their business.”

Customers want what they want when they want it. To not give it to them is to 

risk losing their business.

Sage advice from one of the copywriting greats!   

Section 16
5 Ways to Command Premium Prices  

for Your Products or Services

In my last ETR article, I shared with you my observation that a common strategy 

for small businesses is to undercut the competition by charging lower prices.

And I explained in detail why that’s a terrible strategy….

In a nutshell, you work your rear end off for very little pay. You never get ahead 

financially. Your customers think you are worth as little as you charge them.

I suggested that your pricing should be high … and fall in the middle of the  

top third.
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Which means that if the lower third of service firms in your trade charge $50 

to $100 an hour … the middle range charges $100 to $150 … and the highest-paid 

charge $150 to $200 … you should aim for $175 an hour.

“But how can I command such a premium fee?” you ask. “Why should clients 

pay me up to three times or more the fees my competitors charge?”

Good question. And here’s the answer….

Specifically, there are at least 5 strategies I can think of that can enable you to get 

the premium pricing you want to command.

1. SELL A DOLLAR FOR A QUARTER.

Superstar marketing consultant JA likes to ask prospects: “If I give you a dollar, 

will you give me a quarter?”

In other words, prospects have no problem paying the price you ask … as long 

as your product or service saves or makes them money many times in excess of 

your fee.

Therefore, if you can demonstrate a huge return on investment (ROI) from your 

service, you can command a huge price.

2. WORK AN UNDER-SERVED MARKET NICHE.

There are some markets everyone selling your product or service is going after.

Consequently, these prospects can pick and choose which vendors they work 

with … and to a large extent, the price they agree to pay.

My friend DW is a copywriter. 

But unlike most of the copywriters you hear about in ETR, who work for the big 

direct marketers – newsletter publishers, nutritional supplement makers –  
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DW works a niche where there is virtually no competition – construction 

companies in New England.

Despite an oversupply of copywriters in other markets, DW’s prospects are 

thrilled when they discover a copywriter specializing in their trade … and gladly 

pay hefty fees to DW for his marketing assistance.

3. BECOME A RECOGNIZED GURU IN YOUR FIELD.

Most management speakers get around $3,000 – and often less – for a  

one-hour speech.

Tom Peters gets something like $30,000 or more.

Does he get paid 10 times more than other management speakers because he 

knows 10 times more about managing a company … or because his advice makes 

his clients 10 times more money?

I doubt it.

His fee is 10 times higher because he is a recognized guru in management … 

largely because of “In Search of Excellence” and his other best-selling books.

Want to get paid top dollar?

Become a recognized guru in your field.

Three ways to get started: start writing your book … write a magazine or 

newspaper column … publish a content-rich Web site.

I have an audio program that can show you many other ways to quickly 

establish yourself as a guru in your field. For details, click below now: 

http://www.becomeaninstantguru.com/

http://www.becomeaninstantguru.com
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4. ADD VALUE

My friend DH is a top copywriter selling information products.

He gets huge fees to write direct mail packages.

But after DH writes your DM package, you get something else most other 

copywriters don’t give you – an extensive memo outlining other marketing 

strategies you can use to sell even more of your product.

If you were to pay DH separately for this consulting advice, it would cost 

thousands of dollars.

But he gives it to you free when you hire him to write for you.

People don’t mind paying more – as long as they get more.

DH gives them more.

5. SHIFT SUPPLY AND DEMAND IN YOUR FAVOR

The #1 reason why businesspeople charge too little is that they need  

the business.

The secret to overcoming this?

Keep your pipeline of leads full – at all times.

Generate twice as many leads as you think you need … and you’ll always have 

more work than you could ever hope to handle.

There are many ways to generate leads: classified ads … small display ads … 

Yellow Pages … cold calls … direct mail … pay-per-click advertising.

To discover more ways you can produce a flood of sales leads all year long, click 

here now: http://www.theleadmachineonline.com/

http://www.theleadmachineonline.com
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Section 17
Want to Succeed in Business? Think Small!

Over the years, I’ve met dozens of people who want to become speakers, 

consultants, coaches, TV show hosts, or best-selling book authors.

Nine out of ten have told me the area in which they want to speak, write, or 

coach people is “leadership” … “success” … “motivation” … or some similarly 

broad topic.

These people are thinking big – pursuing broad areas where millions of 

potential readers, clients, and customers are seeking advice.

And I can virtually guarantee you that most of these wanna-be speakers, 

coaches, and gurus are going to fail miserably.

The problem is that they are thinking big – when they should be “thinking 

small.”

What do I mean by “thinking small”?

“Micro-niching.”

My friend, speaker Wally Bock, defines a micro-niche as “the intersection of a 

skill or discipline with an industry.”

So “customer service” is not a niche. 

“Banking” is not a niche.

But “customer service skills for bank tellers” IS a micro-niche.

Why should you narrow the focus of your business – and target a small  

micro-niche – rather than offer a big idea, service, or product that everyone wants?
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There are two reasons why micro-niching is a smart business strategy.

The first is competition.

If you want to position yourself as a “customer service guru,” there’s a lot  

of competition.

Everybody and his brother are trying to cash in on the need for customer  

service training.

And the barriers to entry are low.

On the other hand, if you want to become known as the “customer service guru” 

in the banking industry, there’s a lot less competition – because it’s a narrow niche.

The second reason why micro-niching is a good strategy is credibility.

If you proclaim yourself to be an expert in customer service, I’m going to  

be skeptical.

And more than likely, you’ll have a difficult time proving your claim to me, your 

skeptical prospect.

Example: say you have worked as a bank teller for the last 11 years.

If you proclaim yourself to be an expert in customer service for the banking 

industry … and tell me that you have over a decade of experience in retail banking 

… well, you’re instantly credible and believable.

Generalists are going the way of the dodo and the dinosaur. Customers want to 

deal with vendors who are perceived as experts in their field.

A few years ago, I opened the newspaper and saw that, in the Dear Abby 

column, a reader had written to express his disapproval of the way Abby had 

answered a particular question.
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His letter began with the most wonderfully sarcastic line: “Dear Abby: How nice 

it must be to know everything about everything!”

Your customers are smart. They realize that no one can possibly know 

everything about everything, or even about most things.

The broader the areas of expertise you claim for yourself, the less believable  

you are.

By micro-niching, you become the “credible expert.”

People believe you more readily … and want to do business with you because 

you’re a specialist in exactly the service they need.

It’s a win-win situation.

They get more accurate advice, better service, and confidence in you, their  

expert advisor.

You get more business, at higher fees, with clients who respect you and listen to 

what you tell them.

By the way, the narrower and more specialized your micro-niche, the higher the 

fees you will command – and the easier it will be to get leads and close sales.

For instance, offering your services as a “marketing consultant” is a tough field 

to break into, because so many people peddle marketing advice.

Positioning yourself as a “software marketing consultant” is a great micro-niche, 

except more and more people are doing it, and the field is getting crowded.

My friend Fred Gleeck positions himself as a marketing consultant for the self-

storage industry.

There is little or no competition – and Fred owns most of that market.
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After all, how many marketing advisors are interested in self-storage, or even 

know anything about marketing self-storage services.

Precious few, of course.

So the demand for self-storage marketing advice greatly outweighs the supply 

– and Fred can pretty much name his own price. 

Now, maybe micro-niching won’t bring you the fame of a Dr. Phil or a Dr. Ruth.

But other than that, what’s not to like?

So take my advice – and find yourself a micro-niche today. 

It will do your business good.
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